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1. INTRODUCTION 

In the literature there exists an affirmation that colour 
objects, in particular, quarks and gluons, are not observed as 
they strongly interact with vacuum fluctuations and immediate
ly transform to hadrons. However, let us consider the criteria 
of microobject observability. The observability of neutrons or 
neutrinos is beyond doubt because their secondary interactions 
(wh i ch are observed) take place at a large d i s t a nce from the 
production point and due to the application of universal k{ne
matic laws to the isolated systems. It is obvious that to mea
sure the distance between the point of object production and 
the one of its secondary interaction or decay is not the neces
sary criterion of observability. There is no doubt about the 
obs e rvab í l í t y of such un s t ab l e particles as TI ,J/~J , P ,úJ me
sons or A ~ánd other baryon resonances although the corres
ponding distances are not measurable for them. The Qbservabi
lity of short-lived particles (besides kinematic laws) is ba
sed on two required criteria. 

(A) The production cross section of really observed pro
ducts of the secondary interaction (decay), ~ , carr be preci-' 
sely presented as two factors 

(T -.= 'J p . Wfi > ( 1) 

where Wd is the probability of decay (or secondary interacti
on) of the supposed particle and 7~ the cross section of its 
production. This criterion characterize~ both the independence 
of event production and decay (secondary interaction) and the 
isolation of a decaying system. The observability of the dis
tance between the production and secondary interaction points 
is like~y to be a particular case of this criterion~ 

(B) The universality of Wd , in other words, the similari
ty of its properties in various reactions, relativistic inva
r í r.nc e of ~vd (indepenclence of the coordinate system) and the 
probability to assign definite quantum numbers to the de,caying 
system including the mass belong to this c~iteria~ 

Db'J)tlUili(l'üHhltl tUIC1'B'fJT 1 
ftn~'EM~ ~Cc~r,lOBaNlI 

f:.fiAie. rU.,ilF'e>"i"'t:='U' A 
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The aim of this paper is to show using various experimental 
material that the formulated cri teria of microobject observa
bility are executed for the objects having colour charges. In 
other words, quarks are as observable as unstable particles. 
Our analysis is based on a new relativistic invariant approach 
to the description of multiple particle process and on a new 
definition of jets /1/ • The traditional a~alysis of the jet 
behaviour of secondary particles is performed with the aid of 
variables "sphericity", "thrust" and other which are not rela
tivistic invariant quantities. The jet characteristics depend 
not o~ly on the reference frame but also on the properties of 
colliding particles. Thus, traditionally identified jets do 
not satisfy the above criteria selecting independent objects. 
In the old approach j'ets represent on!y strong pecularities in 
angular distributions. 

First applications to the description of jets of the rela
tivistic invariant approach have discovered not only jet uni
versal properties but also the simiIarity of quark and diquark 
fragmentation functions /1.2/ considered to be different pre
viously. 

In the invariant rnethod of ana}ysing muItipIe particIe pro
duction, the processes 

1+ II -- 1+2+3 + •••• (2) 

are considered in a space the points of Wllich are the f6ur-ve
locities ui == Pi /mi , where Pi are the four-momenta; and mi' 
the masses of particles. 

The positive invariant quantities having the meaning of the 
squared distance in this space 

b ik =	 - (ui - U k ) 2 = 2( (u i U k ) 11, (3) 

where i ,k = I ,II, I, 2, 3, ... , are bas í c variables describing 
the relative particle motion. 

The idea of introducing the b ik variables consists in that 
the interactions of quarks from objects i and k decrease mono
tonously and rather rapidly with increasing b

ik 
by analcgy 

with a decrease of th~ Coulomb interaction between particles 
with increasing their relative velocity. This experimental 
fact can be formulated as a correlation depletion principIe 
(CDP) in the relative velocity space by analogy with Bogolu
bov's principIe of statistical Physics. The CDP leads to that 
the distributions, describing multiple particle processes, are 

, i 
I 
• 
~ 

factorized in the four-velocity space b i k , i.e. they decay 
into factors relating to different clusters in this space. 

Using the CDP, a new approach to hadron jets has been for
mulated: the jet is considered as a' cluster with relatively 
small b ik values in the relative velocity space. The jet axis 
is determined as a single four-vector V that is extracted from 
the condition of minimum of the quantity: 

L b k = - L (V - U k) 2. 
k k (4) 

Summation is performed for alI particles belonging to a sepa
rate graup of particles. Quantity (4) is minimal for 

V ==	 L uk/!(2., u 
k 

) 2 .
 
k k
 

It should be stressed that 
jets the jet axis is not a 
toro Energetic variables do 
nation of j ets. I 

(5) 

in the traditional determination of 
four-vect~r but a single three-vec
not take part in the old determi

• 

The CDP shows that the ~ross sections of jet production, 
i.e. the cross sections of the processes: 

I
 
I + 11 - .. Jet n + Jet (3 + ...	 (6)
 

are factorized 

(1
'7 = '7 • W(l(b ) W (b k ) ...	 (7)P k 

Thus, the process of four-dimensional hadron jet produc
tions satisfies the criterion (A). 

The goal of the present paper is a further test of the uni
versality of relativistic invariant quantities Wa, W8, etc., 
i.e. the satisfaction of the crite~ion (B) for jets. 

To prove, the universality of Wa and wf3 , i.e. the simila
rity of their properties in different reactions and the inva
riance of their properties is to show evidence for the obser
vability of objects having colour charges. 

The similarity of hadron let properties studied even by 
traditional methods is shown in papers /2.4.51 • The hadron j e t 
properties produced in soft 11-p and cumulative 11- C interac
tions at an incident pion momentum of 40 GeV/c are compared 
with similar data for e+e- annihilation a:.d deep-inelastic 
v(;)p scattering for equal energies in the c.m.s. Figure 
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Fig. 1. The diagrama of diffe--: 
r~nr rent; processes. 

rre~ 

-1f-p 
..h'hl,~ ,JUUL/ • presents possible diagrams of 
• nucteon ('J''Jlj.) hadron jet production in the 

processes in questiono As shown 
meson (lj.~) 

tini 
in papers/ 2• 4 • 5 / , in soft 77-P 
and cumulative 77-C Ln t e r ac t í:" HH'HHH 1CC cumulotive 

...JULJ l/	 ons it is observed the produc
tion of two hadron jets emitted 
in the forward and backward he6't' 
mispheres in the c.m.s.; which 
can be due to the fragmentation 

e! ~ of noninteracting quar~ from
-Á----~/é5.~Y!~e- incident 77- meson and diquark( . 

from nucleons or a multiquark
",~~o,~ 

sys~em of carbon nucleus.
'1~' 

,.-(+1 The main conclusion of this 
analysis lies in that the frag

~lil 

"0" ~.	 mentation functions of quarkst.".l{~ <(.•'M. '7 p 
(x, 'o> into hadrons are similar for 

these different processes. 
The same can be said of the fragmentation function of di

quarks in the interactions under study. However, the fragmen
tation functions of quarks Fq and diquarks Fqq into hadrons 
are different /4/ • The latter contradicts the representation 
that the jet properties are due to interactions of colour char
ges with vacuum. The results of comparison of soft hadron in
teractions at various energies have shown that the hadron jet 
properties depend on collision energy 14.5/ • This fact is also 
in disagreement with the criterion (B). These differences in 
the jet characteristics are due to a relativistic nonvariant 
approach. 

In this paper we present results of the study of hadron jet 
production by the new method in various processes (pp,pp, 77-P, 
77-C, pC, pTa and ;7N ) to prove the universality of Wa and 
W~ , i.e. to show that they reflect secondary interaction 
properties of the isolated objects. The present analysis was 
performed using different devices ar.d accelerators over a wide 
energy range from 6 to 205 GeV/c*. The four-dimensional hadron 
jets are in full agreement with both (A) and (B) criteria, and 
it is the main result of this paper. 

* The four-dimensional jet production in soft and hard~ speci
fically nuclear (cumulativeJ and annihilation proces8es~ is 
under study. 

2. EXPERIMENTAL METHOD 

The present analysis was performed using a set of experimen
tal data on hadron-hadron, hadron-nucleus and vN interactions. 
The types of interactions and event statistics are presented 
in Table I. 

Tabl.e 1. 
Statistics of Events 

-
NN Type of Pla~ GeV/c , Statisties 

collision 

I pp 205 5025 
2 77-P 40 17376 
3 77-C 40 8791 
4 pp 22.4 44877 
5 pp 12 72099 
6 pp S.7 68103 
7 p(C SH8 ) 10 2732 

pTa 10 1913 
8 ;-;N <' E~ . = 35 GeV 8000 

lI 

The data on 40 (',eV/c 77-P and 77-C interactions and 
22.4 GeV/c pp collisions were obtained with the aid of a 2m 
propane and a 2m hydrogen ("Ludmila") bubble ehambers expo s ed 
to 77- and P beams at the Se r pukhov acce Le r ato r , The results 
for. 10 GeV/c p(C 3 HS ) and p Ta interaetions were obtained by 
i r r ad i a t i ng the 2m propane bubble .chamber with Ta plates insi
de its working volumé at the Synchrophasotron. The data on 
205 GeV/c pp collisions aod 5.7 and 12 GeV/e ~p collisions 
were obtained wíth the help of the 76 em hydrogen ehamber 
(FNAL) and the 81 em and 2m hydrogen chambers (CERN). 

The data on ~N interactions were obtained with the aid of 
a 15-foot bubble chamber filled with a neon-hydrogen mixture 
(64% of Ne atoms) at the ENAL accelerator by the IHEP-ITEP
FNAL-Michigan University Collaboration. The chamber was expo
sed to a beam of muon antineutrinos with a broad energy spect
rum. Altogether - 8000 interactions were measured. 

I' ..L N --4 li t- ..L ~ h i ' 
I 

in which Efl ~ 4 GeV and Ej/2.10 GeV; in this case <Eí/ > 
= 35 GeV la ~ 
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· 1 d e t a í I d . b d' f /6- 13/The eXperlmenta etal sare eScrl e ln re s. . Data 
summary tapes containing information on the kinematical para
meters of events were used in this analysis. Secondary protons 
were identified by ionization from 0.18 to 0.8 GeV/c in the 
propane chamber and frorn 0.1 to 1.5 GeV/c in the hydrogen charn
bers. The rernaining charged particles were classified as rr+ 
rnesons. In order to obtain the jet characteristics under idert 
tical experimental conditions, protons with P1ab L 0.8 GeV/c 
were taken to be "+ mesons in alI the experirnents. 

3.	 HADRON JET SELECTION 

The selection of the particle belonging to the jet is made 
by means of relativistic invariant variables /14/: 

m (Ui UI I )	 ~ (Ui UIXi	 and Xii (8 )
P 

fi l (UI UII ) 
t 

mil (UI U II ) 

where index I denotes an incident particle, 11 a target and i 
secondary particles. For the case of nuclear collisions the 
atomi~ mass unit mo = 931 MeV is substituted for mIl 

The 4-mornenturn fraction of primary hadrons carried away by 
secondary particles is characterized by the x p and x t varia
bles. Figure 2 illustrates a two-dimensional x t and x diagp 
rarn for"± rnesons from rr-C interactions at P = 40 GeV/c that 
has a typical form for alI the processes under investigation. 

The region of large x t values 
corresponds to the target frag
mentation and x p the beam frag
rnentation. As is seen from Fig.2, 
already for xp(x t ) ~ 0.1 and 

r,
s, xt(x p ) <0.1 the bearn and target 
~: fragmentation regions are rather 
~ well separa~ed. Therefore the 
~ I 

Q6 ~... "± mesons , for which x ? O.]
tli 

~ 

b.-: 

DA 

0.) 

'f~.....,; ......_,.l ... _ Fig. 2. The X t and xp distribu
"'. . tm9,t f'a~mentabon
 

~..,}~- tions of secondary "± mesons in
0.1 

"-c collisions at 40 GeV/c. The 
W ~ ~ 0.8 to fragmentation region X t.p ~ 0.2w m ~ ~ 0.9' 

It is denoted by the broken line. 

and Xp < 0.1, were attributed to the jet produced in the tar
get fragrnentation region; the pions with xp ~ O. 1 and X t < O. ] 
were se l ec t ed in the bearn fragmentation region.· Approximately 
2% of part ic les are in the overlap region (x p > O. 1 and x t > O. ] ) 
where the particles cannot be attributed to one oi another jet. 
With larger probability these particles are due to hard proces
ses as their average transverse rnomentum is 1.7+0.1 GeV/c. In 
addition, in the range x t < 0.1 and xp <0.1 the quark-quark in
teraction is assurned to manifest itself significantly in had
ron-hadron 131 and hadron-nucleus collisions, and hence it is 
excluded frorn the 00nsideration. 

For more strict selection cri teria the "± mesons with x t L 
~ 0.2 and xp < 0.2 were attributed to the jet in the target 
fragmentation region and the ones with X p L 0.2 and x t < 0 . 2 in 
the beam fragrnentation region. 

Diffraction events were excluded from hadron-hadron colli 
sions when comparing various types of interactions. 

4.	 HADRON lET PROPERTIES IN SOFT HADRON-HADRON
 
AND HADRON-NUCLEUS INTERACTIONS
 

Figures 3-6 show ~istributions of" mesons northe b k(4)
mal ized to uni t for n": p , n": C, pp /14/ and pp interactions in 
the beam and target fragmentation regions. Table 2 presents the 
average values of <b k <"- ) ~ in the jets for various types 

of	 interactions in the fragmen
__~' tation regions of the beam (X p ~ 

1rJ..t.1 ta"!,,	 1'"~~"'o"O" ~ O. I , X t < O. I) and the targe t 
Jl ~ ....... ·'O1<l' ....
 co 4(, ",,'il' 

Ndt
K li' " a r .,'(,.\~- &•• -""','- (X 2.' 0.1, x p < 0.1). The distri 

.. ,~r'	 .i'05r.,.v/r. ~ 6.' ...~ 10' t • • • 
,ó" .. 0'0;''''(' (.w·-tal"" bu t i ons t n E'igs , 3-5 and the da-

I') - ( ... oh.V/r ..s....... llj·(l,Olo	 •
 

~·P.,Ii("'''' d.>-4'·!~'" ta of Table 2 LrnpLy that the bk\, distribution of n- mesons in the 
jets has a universal character

~J, 'and 'depends on neither the ener
gy nor the type of interactions1Ó' ~t·. for ~ 22 GeV/c. Note thatP 1ab 

t'h Fig. 3: The b k distribution of 
-r:	 mesons for 40 GeV/c "':"p and1t	 '

I 

"-C and 205 GeV/c pp col.l.iei.one 
- in the fragmentation region of1----,--------

, t J
---l--__ beam (x p L O. 1 and x t < 0.. 1) and 

30 40 

g/< tiarqet:e '(x t ~ 0.1 and x p < 0.1). 
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lÓ2~ t f.
 

~ t
 

q 
10" OL'~~4 ~~'~~--'::-----=-=--~ 

lL lb 20 2~ 28 32 36 40 

~K 

Fig. 5. The b k distributions 
of «: mesons for 40 GeV/c rr-C 

interactions in the fragmenta-
tion region of target (x t? 
~ O. 23 xp < 0.2) and beam 
(x p >-. 0 . 23 x t < 0.2). The so
lid line is the approximation 
of the data by the exponenti
al dgpendenr:e. 

10-2 

10-3 

10"4 Io 
4 8 

! ! 

Fig. 4. The bk distributions of 
-: meeons for 22.4 GeV/c pp col> 
l.ieione, 40 GeV/c tt -p' and rr-C 

collisions in the target frag
mentation region. 

n-c, 40 GeVlc 

ti •fÕ r-~~ • ta19d f109'>1<2r'lt 
< p10jecH[e f?aq,neni. 

~I~ 
..-jZ 

-2 

~ lO 

o 10 20 30 

1:K 

Fig. 6. The b k distributions of 
rr- mesons for 5.?~ 12 and 
22 GeV/c pp col.l.ieione in the 
target fragmentation region 
(x t >- O. 23 x p < O. 2) . 

this universality manifests it
self more distinctly when the 
selection of the particles be
longing to the fragmentation 
regions (x p ~ 0.2 and x t >-. 0.2) 
becomes more strict (see Figs. 
4 and 5). The agreement of the 
distributions for rr-p and rr- C 
interactions in the beam and 
target fragmentation regions 

Table ,2. 
The Ave:page < bk > Values for tâeeone11

Type of (GeV/c) Fragmen t ationPis!)' <~(i(»·)collisions regionVI GeV•
pp 205( a .. 19.7) target fragmente 4.5 ± 0.1 

J tr» 40( r;; = 8.7) beam fragmente 4.21 ± OaO) 

i("C 40 beam fragmente 4.19 ± 0.04 
oJ 
jlH -< Vi>: a current fragmente 4.12 ± 0.-17 

TJ-p 40( r;;=a 8 .7 ) target fragmente 4.06 ± 0.04 

jj"'Q 40 target fragmente 4.36 ± 0.04 
oJ 

1'11 <\'/) 8 target fragmente 4.16 ± 0.3018 

pp 22.4( (;= 6.6) target fragmente 3.95 ± 0.0) 

;'N <: W') ::z 4.9 ourrent fragmente 3.68 ± 0.11 
,.J 

vll <. w'> = 3.5 current fragmente 3.17 ± 0.11 
-J 

YN <VI) =- 4.9 target fragmente 3.45 ± 0..19 

:PC(')He)+pTa 10 target fragmento 2.13 ± 0.04 
-:?p 12{ r; rz 4.9) target fragmento ,3.53 ± 0.01 

pp 5.7C-{;= 3.6) target fragmento 3.21 ± 0.01 
-' 
)IN <.W,,> ~ 3.5 target fragmento 2.75 ± 0.15 

* Statistical errors are presented in the table. The syste
matic errors that are due to the incorrect identification 
of positive particles are 5+10%. 

means that the fragmentation functions of quarks, diquarks arid 
multiquark systems into pions in these variables have a univer
sal character in contrast to their description by means of the 
tradirional nonvariant variables /2,4,5/ • From these data it 
also follows that the carpon nucleus has no influence on pion 
jet production which shows evidence for that it occurs outside 
the nucleus. From Fig. 6 and Table 2 it is also seen that at 

< 22 GeV/c the bk distributions become much narrower ~ P1ab 
and the average values of <b k > decrease. This fact can be 
due to a limitation on the phase volume for lower energies 
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that leads to narrowness of the bk distributions. In addition, 
the fraction of annihilation processes increases (to 40%) in 
pp collisions at P1ab < 22 GeV/c. According to the conventio
nal .no t i.ons /15/ , it can have a multijet character which also 
results in decreasing the < bk > values. 

Thus, the analysis of the bk distributions of rr- mesons in 
the jets shows their universality which is independent of nei
ther the collision energy at Pl ab = 22 - 205 GeV/c nor the 
type of a fragmenting system (p, rr-, P and C). The squared mean 
4-velocity of rr- mesons relative to the jet axis in the frag
mentation o f protons is characterized by < bk > ::: 4. 

The observed universality o f : the hadron jet bk distributi 
ons in soft hadron-hadron and hadron-nucleus collisions at 
P ~ 22 GeV/c means that the hadronization of quarks, di 

1a b 
quarks and multiquarks systems in these variables is the same 
at high energies in contrast to the traditional nonvariant va
riables which give substantial dependences on the energy and 
type of a quark system. The universality of the hadron jet 
properties can be ínterpreted as a characteristic of colour 
charge interaction wíth 0CD-vacuum. 

5.	 HADRON JET PROPERTIES IN DEEP INELASTIC
 
t.:N COLLISIONS
 

Inte~est has been aroused in the invariant method of analy
sing hadron jets aplicable to hard processes, in which the 
jets are produced in ,the hadronization o f colour objects in 
vacuum, and the comparison of their properties with the jet 
ones in soft hadron-hadron and hadron-nucleus collisíons where 
we	 deal with colourless objects. It is of particular interest 
to	 analyse the hadron jet properties in deep inelastic lepton
nucleon collisions in which, according to the existing notati 
ons, the "isolated" (knocked'-out) quark, hadronized in vacuum, 
and the diquark, whose hadronization is similar to the soft 
one of quarks and diquarks in hadron-hadron collisions, are 
produced. 

For this purpose we have made the analysis of the hadron 
jet properties using the experimental material onvN interac
tions optained by the IHEP-ITEP-FNAL and MicHigan University 
Collaboration. The statistics of events and the average <E v ' 
value are presented in Table 1. The events with Q 2 == =- q 2 . 
?- 1 (GeV/c)2 and	 

10 

l:LI 

, 
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• 
Q2 

XB ? 0.1, (9)
2Mv 

have been selected to separate deep inelastic vN collisions 
with valent u-quarks, where q is the four-momentum transfer
red to the I nuc ~eon, m the nuc leon mass and l' = E v - ~Il+ the ener
gy of hadrons ~n the laboratory system. For separat~on of the 
multiple particle production region W2 :2. 9 GeV 2 (W is the to
t a l hadron energy in the c. m. s . ). According to these cri teria', 
2383 interactions are selected. The conditions ~ e i = O or 1 

i 

and nN ~ 1 (ei is the charge of secondary particles and nN 
the number of secondary nucleons in the interaction) are used 
to exclude nuclear effects that are due to cascade nucleon re
production in the neon nucleus. As a result, we have selected 
for the a~alysis about 1000 events of deep inelastic t.: colli 
sions with valent u-quarks and W'~ 3 GeV. 

According to the traditional conceptions in ~N collisions, 
the particles with Y~ > O' (where Y~ is the rapidity in the 

1	 1 
hidron c.m.s.) are attributed to the knocked-out q~ark jet and 
those with Yj < O to the jet produced by diquark from nucleon. 
For the pion jets selected in such a way (protons are not con
sidered in this analysis) the jet axis is taken by formula (5) 
and the bk distribution (4) of rr- mesons is obtained by analo
gy with the hadron-hadron and hadron-nucleus collisions consi
dered earlier. In order to clear up the energy dependence of 
the pion bk distributions, vN collisions are divided into 
three energy intervals: 
1) W = 3~4 GeV, 2) W = 4~6 GeV'and 3) W ? 6 GeV.
 
Figure 7 shows the bk distributions of rr± mesons (the rr+ and
 
rr-	 meson b k distributions are similar) in the jets produced 
in	 the fragmentation of knocked-out quark and diquark for the 
three energy intervals of the hadron system. In the bk~ 2 re
gion alI the distributions have an exponential character. 

The aver.age <bk>value and B ~l[lpe distributions obtained 
by approximating by the dependence 

dN 
~ == A exp (- b k / B ) ,	 ( 1O) 

are given in Table 3. 
As is shown from the table, the average <b k> and B values 

are similar within the experimental error for the quark and 
diquark fragmentation at the same W energy and grow with in
creasing W. In this case the average jet size is equal to 
< bk > = .1~4. 

11 
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.1 .. • 

~N -Co{tLsLons Fig. 7. The b k dis~ributions 
cUffenl jel of 17± meeone in ílN col.lieí.one 

in the fragmentation region of
ct!'l,<gl<)=2,8!O.1 

cur-rent: and t.avqet: in diffe
rent W energy intervals. The 

ii6. 

2
10 solid lines show the results 

of approximating data by the 
exponential dependence. I. 

• 10 iIFor cornparison with the da
ta on hadron-hadron and hadron

~ 

nucleus collisions, the jets 
in vN collisions are selected 
hy X variable cutting similar
ly to jet selection in soft 
hadron-hadron and hadron-nucle
us collisions. Denote the jet 
production process in vN col
lisions as follows: 

;-; ~ N -+ J q ~ J qq , (1 I ) 

.: ':~c,;,,,1 
t. 

to one or another 
riant variables: 

(P . P ) ,
 

X 
k = qq k-- 0.1, . ( I 2)
 
q
 

(P-q . Pqq )
 

(P . P )
k q k 

~. 0.1 , ( I 3)
X qq =
 

(P
q 

. P
qq 

)
 

P = xP + q , P = (I - x ) P • 
q N qq N 

Here P
N

' P
k 

are the fbllr-mornenta of a nucleon and a k-th par

ticle; indices q(qq) show the particles belonging to the jet
 
of knocked-out quark or diquárk. In addition, in order to se

parate badrons in the overlap jet region, the following condi

tion is used: y: ~ O for quark fragmentation and y~ < O for di

quark one. The b values of 17- mesons obtained in this jet se-


k 
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Tabl:e 3. 
The Average < b k > Yaluee and Sl.ope B for «: Mesons 
in íi N Col.l.i eione 

W, GeV Current Fragmentation Target Fragrnentation 

<bk > B <b k > B 

3 - 4 2.8 ± 0.1 2.5 ± 0.3 2.54 ± 0.12 2.22 ± 0.26 

4 - 6 3.22 ± 0.09 2.71 ± 0.20 2.91 ± 0.13 2.58 ± 0.25

7/ 6 3.71 ± ,0.12 3.52 ±·0.26 3.47 ± 0.17 3.95 ± 0.66 

lection for the three, energy intervals are presented in Tab
le 2. As i s seen from the Tab le, the < bk (17-) > values for í/N 
interactions coincide, wi thin a single error, wi th the <b k (17- » 
value for the soft jets in hadron-hadron and hadron-nucleus 
collisions a t equal energies v-:--S = W in the c vm, s . 

Thus, these results imply that the hadronization of quarks 
and diquarks in soft and hard interactions in the 4-velocity 
space is universal in character and independent of neither the 
production nor the properties of the colour quark system. AlI 
these data show evidence that the jet properties are deterrni
ned by the neutralization of colour charge' in vacuurn. 

CONCLUSION 

The analysis of hadron jet production in hadron-hadron, 
hadron-nucleus and íiN collisions in an energy range of P l ab 

= 6~205 GeV has been made in the frame of the new relativistic 
invariant approach/1,3/ . The total st?tistics is approximately 
228 thousand events. 

Figure 8 shows the main results of this analysis: the ave
rage <b k > values of the squared four-velocity for pions rela
tive to the axis of the jets produced in different (pp, 17-P, 
17-C, pp and vN ) prC?cesses depending on the energy IS = W 
in the c.rn.s .. The figure also presents similar <b k > calcula
tions for 17- mesons in the bearn and target fragmentations for 
40 and 360 GeV/c 17-P collisions simulated by the LUND-model!16! 
The simulated distributions agree with the experimental 17-P 
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Fig. 8. The .dependence of the<~~'J> l~ 

&0 average <bk > ual.uee of tt - mesons 
L.r' ('T1p, 360S.V/c.) 

in	 jets of various processes on,"(O-,.'o••vk) J
5.0 /8" = W in the c. m. s , )~ L~_ 
~.o */. 

,r-"f 
1.0 data /17/. As seen from the figu

:::: ~::':''. :::~~k:~:~~~,~~ re, the average < b k > values in 
2,0 

0_ p"oJu:l ""''''1 LLl.ND P'lod.t the jets	 grow with increasing
• - '1.....8· f"dS~ 

{S= W,	 and for ..)S > 6 GeV
:=::~!'~; ..f::':} â:~~35 G.v 

I	 I! I !~~--L--L-i-~ '(bJ J = -(VJ - VJ )2 > 10) 
1.0	 ZO 4.0 &0 100 ZOO "OJJ 600 100.0 1 2 1 2
 

..fi (v.') GeV
 

they reach the asymptotic regime. 
The average pion jets size is <b k > ~ 4. This analysis'has 
shown that the bk distributions of hadrons in the jets have 
a universal ~haracter in soft and hard collisions independent 
of nei ther the type of a f ragment.a t í ng system (N, rr-, P ,C ,q ) 
nor the collision ene r gy for 2. 22 GeV/c (VS=W>6 GeV).P1ab 
Th1S universality is due to the interaction properties of co
laur charges with vacuum and means that the colour char~e had
ronization in vacuum has a statistical character independent 
of the production methpd. It reaches the asymptotic regime at 
Eq (E qq) 2. 3 GeV. 

The QCD calculation of these di~tributions as universal pa
rameters of strong interaçtion physics i~ of particular inte
rest. 

We are pleased to thank the international group of the 2m 
propane and the 2m hydrogen ("Ludmila") bubble chambers for 
the experimental material and useful discussions. The authors 
are also"grateful to the CERN-Prague, Amsterdam-Helsinki-Liver
pool-Stockholm and Argonne-Montreal-Toronto Collaborations 
for the use of their DST on 5.7 and 12 GeV/c pp and 205 GeV/c 
pp collisions and to the lHEP-ITEP-FNAL and Michigan Univer
sity Collaboration for the data on ~N collisions. 
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5anAHH A.M. H AP· 
YHHBepcanbH~e 4eT~pexMepH~e CTPYH H Ha6n~AaeMOCTb 
LjBeTH~X 3apFt,[!OB 

El-87-142 

Ha OCHOBe HOBOrO OnpeAeneHHJ'I CTpy~ KaK KnacTepoe B 4eT~peXMepHOM npo
CTpaHCTBe OTHOCHTenbH~X CKOpOCTe~ npOBOA~TCJ'I HHBapHaHTH~~ aHanH3 CTpy~HOrO 
.POll'j:,eHHFI aAPOHOEl B rnyflOKOHeY"PY'IAX j":jl; -e3aHMOAe~CTBHJ'IX AnR Tpex HHTepea-
noe 3HeprH~ aAPOHH~X CHCTeM: < W , = 3,5; 4,9; 8,0 r3B. nony4eHH~e pe3yflb 
TdT~ CpaBHHBa~TCR C XapaKTepHCTHKdMH 4eT~peXMepH~X CTpy~ B pa3H~X THnax 
B3aHMOAe,;,CTBH~: PP ' PP ' ,.,-p ' ,-c. pC H pTa B o6nacTH 3HeprHH 6 ~05 r3B. 
noKa3aHO, 4TO xapaKTepHCTHKH 4eT~pexMepH~X CTpy~ 8 MRrKHX H *eCTKHX B3aHMO
A:_~CTBH~X YHHBepcanbHbl, T. e. He_ 3dBHCRT HH OT THna 4JparMeHT.~YIOUie.:1 CHCTeMbl I 

· (r, , P , p, C , q) , H>1 OT nepBH4H011 3HeprH01 P
086 

~ 22 r3B/c (\ S = W ~ 6 r3B!. 

Pa6oTa BblnonHeHa B fla6opaTOPH11 B~COKHX 3HeprH.:1 OH~H. 

OpenpiDIT 06'1>elUDII!HHOro HHcnnyra RAepHW1 HCCJ!elloaunlii. ,lly6Ha 1987 

Baldin A.H. et al. 
Universal Four-Dimensional Hadron Jets and 
the Observability of Colour Charges 

El-87-142 

A new definition of the jets as clusters in the four-velocity space 
has been used to make an invariant analysis of the jet production proces
;es in vN coli is ions for the three energy intervals of the hadron system: 
·. W > = 3.5; 4.9; 8.0 GeV. The obtained results are compared with the cha
racteristics of the four-dimensional jets in various types of interactions: 
;>p, pp, "-P,rr-c, pC and pTa at energies "rom 6 to 205 GeV. The characte
ristics of the four-dimensional jets in soft and hard interactions are 
shown to be universal, i.e. independent of neither the type of the fragmen
ti~ system (P, p, "-, C, q) nor the coli is ion energy for Plab ..?. 22 GeV/c 
i\ s = W · 6 GeV). The obtained result means that the hadronization of the 
colour charges is determined by the dynamics of their interaction with va- ,, 
cuum. 

The investigation has been performed at the Laboratory of High Energi
es, J INR. 
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